A tradition of quality, a history of innovation & a sound future

New for 1999

Combined with the Signia Marquis, Signia Maple, Genista and the Cabria Lacquer Series the new products featured in this supplementary brochure illustrate just why the range of drums now offered by Premier is one of the strongest and most comprehensive available from any single percussion manufacturer.

Cabria Exclusive with its range of exciting new lacquered stain finishes provides the appearance and performance of a high-end drum series for those looking to buy within a more affordable but specific price band. With the new XPK and XPK Astria the semi-professional has a much wider choice of sizes, finishes and features than ever before whilst the Vitria series, with its new maple shell construction, is very much designed for the serious player. For those who prefer to isolate mount their rack toms Premier's new ISO Mounting System is the perfect, cost effective solution.

The much acclaimed EDP300 Bass Drum Pedal is now offered in a completely new total system format that allows the player to determine just how their pedal should look, feel and perform.

All of these new world beating products come from a dedicated manufacturer with more than 75 years experience and a total commitment to quality and the art of the drummer.

EDP400 Bass Pedal System

Further development of the radical EDP300
Elastomeric drive with optional traditional spring
Adjustable pedal beater weight
Footboard width extension
Footboard toe stop
Footboard non-slip grip tape

Dual faced pedal beater
Adjustable footboard
Adjustable beater throw
Adjustable player sensitivity
Available as double pedal, left or right hand variations
Precision engineered universal joint
XPK

Birch/Eucalyptus/Birch microwave shell construction
Quick-size rack toms NEW
Low mass lug with isolation plinth
Matching wood shell snare drum
Diamond chrome fittings and hardware
Range of shell packs and loose drums
Distinctive ‘P’ badge with chrome plinth NEW

Choice of 7 lacquer finishes:
- CHERRY SUNBURST (CSL)
- EMERALD (GL) NEW
- ROSEWOOD (RW)
- SAPPHIRE (SL)
- TOBACCO SUNBURST (TSL)
- TOPAZ (TL)
- TURQUOISE (TQ)

KIT SHOWN:
Drums: 5 piece shell pack (110X5) Finish: GL
Hardware: 5000 series hardware pack (H8055) and optional boom (X016)

Note: The XPK series is not available in the USA

XPK ASTRIA NEW

Birch/Eucalyptus/Birch microwave shell construction
Quick-size rack toms supplied with Premier ISO Mounting System
Low mass lug with isolation plinth
Matching wood shell snare drum
Diamond chrome fittings and hardware
Range of shell packs and loose drums
Distinctive ‘P’ badge with chrome plinth

7 lacquer finishes available:
- CHERRY SUNBURST (CSL)
- EMERALD (GL)
- ROSEWOOD (RW)
- SAPPHIRE (SL)
- TOBACCO SUNBURST (TSL)
- TOPAZ (TL)
- TURQUOISE (TQ)

KIT SHOWN:
Drums: Fusion 20 shell pack (110X0) Finish: SL
Hardware: 4000 series hardware pack (H888)
CABRIA Lacquer Series

Eucalyptus/Tulipwood microwave shell construction NEW
Quick-size rack and floor toms
High gloss UV lacquered finishes
Matching wood shell snare drum
Range of shell packs and loose drums including NEW 4-piece
Diamond chrome fittings and hardware

Choice of 4 solid and 6 metallic finishes:
- EBONY BLACK LACQUER (EBC)
- FLAME RED LACQUER (FRC)
- IVORY WHITE LACQUER (WIC)
- MOONLIGHT BLUE LACQUER (MBC) NEW
- METALLIC BLACK LACQUER (MKB) NEW
- METALLIC BLUE LACQUER (MLC) NEW
- METALLIC BURGUNDY LACQUER (MRC)
- METALLIC SILVER LACQUER (MSC) NEW
- METALLIC TURQUOISE LACQUER (MTC)
- METALLIC PURPLE LACQUER (MPC)

KIT SHOWN:
Drums: 4 piece shell pack (7294) Finish: MTC
Hardware: 2000 series hardware pack (58445)

CABRIA Exclusive Series

Basswood/Eucalyptus/Tulipwood microwave shell construction
Quick-size rack and floor toms
High gloss UV stain and lacquer finishes
Matching wood shell snare drum
Diamond chrome fittings and hardware
Range of shell packs and loose drums

5 stain and lacquer finishes available:
- AMBER LACQUER (AC)
- EMERALD GREEN LACQUER (GC)
- HAZEL LACQUER (HC)
- PACIFIC BLUE LACQUER (BC)
- RUBY LACQUER (RC)

KIT SHOWN:
Drums: Fusion 22 shell pack (7402) Finish: RC
Hardware: 4000 series hardware pack (58488)
VITRIA

NEW

Maple/Eucalyptus/Maple microwave shell construction
Quick-size rack toms supplied with Premier ISO Mounting System
Quick-size 17” deep bass drum shells
Low mass lug with isolation plinth
Matching wood shell snare drum
Die-cast, low profile rings
Diamond chrome fittings and hardware
Range of shell packs and loose drums
Distinctive ‘P’ badge with chrome plinth

Choice of 3 lacquer and 2 satin finishes:
- BLACKWOOD SATIN (BX)
- DARK WALNUT SATIN (DX)
- INDIGO BLUE (IB)
- PURPLE LACQUER (PX)
- REDWOOD (RX)

KITS SHOWN:
Drums: 5 piece shell pack (4295) Finish: RX
Hardware: 4000 series hardware pack (5888)

Drums: 6 piece shell pack (4296) Finish: BX
Hardware: 5000 series hardware pack (5896)
XPK Heritage

Birch/Eucalyptus/Birch microwave shell construction
4 selected 'traditional' shell packs
Fitted with Premier TS Batter and original script logo. Matchedplay bass drum heads.
Brit Pop & Be Bop shell packs include cymbal arm for shell mounting.

Jazz Kit (6340)
10x8", 12x8", 14" floor tom, 13" wood snare drum, 20x14" bass drum

Jazz Kit (6348)
10"x9", 12x8", 14" floor tom, 13" wood snare drum, 18x14" bass drum

Brit Pop (6362)
12x10", 16" floor tom, 14" wood snare drum, 22x16" bass drum

Be Bop (6368)
12x8", 14" floor tom, 13" wood shell snare drum, 18x16" bass drum

Special Heritage finishes:
- DARK WALNUT LACQUER (DVL) - Jazz Kits only
  - Drum set has natural wood finish hoops
- TOPAZ LACQUER (TL) - Jazz Kits only
- BLACK DIAMOND (BD) - Brit Pop & Be Bop Kits only
- BLUE DIAMOND (BDL) - Brit Pop & Be Bop Kits only
- WHITE MARINE PEARL (WMP) - Brit Pop & Be Bop Kits only

KITS SHOWN:
Drums: Be Bop Kit (6368) Finish: WMP
Hardware: 3000 series hardware pack (5855)

Drums: Jazz Kit (6348) Finish: DW
Hardware: 2000 series hardware pack (5645)

Note: The XPK Heritage series will be available in the USA May 99.